KALAMAZOO COUNTY NATURAL SCIENCES PROJECT GUIDELINES

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

- Exhibit is to be an outgrowth of member’s learning experience in the Natural Resource Project.
- Any exhibit relating to the Natural Resource project which shows what was learned, experienced or accomplished may be shown.
- Any number of sections may be entered in one year.
- A 3 x 5 card or folder explaining member project goals must accompany exhibit.

Sections:

- Air
- Energy
- Forestry
- Mammals & Wildlife
- National & State Parks-Recreation
- Plants
- Recycling
- Water

Classes: Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced

Section: Fish & Reptiles
Classes: Study of Fish

- Marine Biology
- Aquatic Science
- Reptiles-Notebook or poster and reptile
- Reptiles-Independent study

Section: Weather
Classes: Educational exhibit

- Exhibit a home weather station
- Weather Watchers Educational exhibit
- Advanced Educational exhibit